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Why does it matter?
• The UN Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005) found that 60% of the 

Earth’s ecosystems are degraded due to human activities, resulting in 
reduced production of EGS including primary life support (pure air and 
water)

• Healthy ecosystems are the foundations of healthy economies. To develop 
policies and programs that ensure the viability of ecosystems while 
supporting sustainable development and the needs of human societies we 
must document:

– the functional benefit of EGS to society, and
– the economic value of EGS to society

• Costs for replacing EGS can be unacceptably high and in some cases not 
possible
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Need to improve decisions related to the 
environment

• Regulatory and policy decisions Can have massive 
implications for ecology and the economy

– need to be made in a more rigorous manner 

• Benefits of ecological goods and services (EGS) need to 
be given full weight

– to balance economic considerations

• Above allows for better tradeoffs to be made between 
competing uses of the environment 

• A matter of Policy and Regulatory Excellence
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Examples of Challenges include:
• Nahanni National Park Extension

– Qualitative description of benefits of nature conservation 
trumped by mineral development arguments

• Water
– Measures to address sewage run-off and excess nutrients in 

watersheds have a wide range of benefits once EGS are 
considered, but some decisions are based on costs alone

• Criteria Air Contaminants
– Costs of regulatory agenda highlighted by industry and others
– Benefits rarely rigorously quantified in tradeoff calculation
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What is needed to pursue policy and 
regulatory excellence?

Increase in analytical capacity to assess policy options, 
including: 

• Analytical Framework;
• Appropriate methods for benefits valuation ;
• Data (biophysical, social and economic value)
• Capacity to quantify impacts of EG&S



The Analytical Framework
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Regulating Services:

Supporting Services:

Cultural Services:

Goods:
• wood and fibers
• food
• fuel
• genetic resources

• pharmaceuticals
• drinking water
• minerals

Ecological Goods and Services 
Need to Identify & Measure:

• climate regulation
• erosion control

• water purification
• pest and disease control

• waste treatment

• pollination
• primary production

• nutrient cycling
• photosynthesis

• educational
• heritage

• soil formation

• spiritual
• psychological health

• aesthetic
• recreation
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What is Economic Valuation?
• Any good or service will hold a variety of values for 

society
– Locally, regionally and nationally. 

• Valuation helps to frame trade-offs in monetary terms so 
they may be compared using the same unit of 
measurement

• Some values will show up in ‘market’ measures such as 
GDP (e.g. tourist spending on accommodations). Other 
values are equally important, but are not reflected in 
markets (e.g. value of caribou habitat). 
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What is Economic Valuation?
• Environmental economics can help us to quantify both 

market and non-market values, so that they can be 
more easily incorporated into decision-making.

• Although other important values - such as cultural or 
spiritual values- are not quantifiable and remain outside 
the scope of economics

– They also need to be considered in decisions
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The Total Economic Value Approach
• The “Total Economic Value” approach recognizes that EGS can have a 

value for many reasons, often simultaneously

industrial processes
agricultural
recreation
tourism

Extractive and
Non-extractive Uses

Direct Use
Value

natural habitat
biological/ecosystem
support
physical protection
physical location
life support

Functional Benefits

Indirect Use Value

new users
expanding use
conserved habitats

Future Direct and
Indirect Values

Option Value

Active Use Values

species
habitats
way of life

Value in Environmental
Integrity for

Future Generations

Bequest Value

natural habitat
endangered species
aesthetics
ecosystem

Value from Knowledge
of Continued

Existence

Existence Value

Passive Use Values

Total Economic Value

Decreasing Tangibility of Value to User
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TEV – Direct Use Values
• Direct-use values are the 

low-hanging fruit of the 
valuation world.  Socio-
economic studies have 
capitalized on available 
physical and market data

• Can be more easily 
measured
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Indirect Use and Option Value
.

Indirect Use and 
Option Values
represent the 
current and future
benefits of natural 
capital active use.  
Data and methods 
are becoming 
increasingly 
available as a result 
of scientific and 
methodological work 
to back valuation.
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Passive Use Values

Passive-Use 
Values include 
Bequest and 
Existence 
values.  These 
areas are the 
least “tangible”
from a user 
perspective..
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Valuation Methods – applying the theory
• Revealed preference – by observing markets:

– Directly, in the case of some use values
– People’s preferences can be revealed by their actions rather than by 

what they say they prefer (stated preference)
– Recreational values can be estimated from visitor revenues and travel 

and time costs.  
– Replacement Costs

• Stated preference:
– People are asked to value the worth of something or make trade-offs 

between one thing and some other benefit (willingness to pay).  
– Flexible and applies to many goods and services, but results can vary 

based on questions asked 
– Instead of being asked to value a wetland directly, people are asked to 

choose among a set of choices (wetland untouched, part of park 
developed, etc.) 

• Benefits Transfer
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Benefits Transfer - EVRI
• Benefits Transfer can help develop estimates of value faster 

and at lower cost. But,
– Only if comparable study sites
– Requires primary studies

• Estimates from one Protected Area to another
– Local & Global values

• Types of Benefits Transfer
– Value, Function & Model (meta analysis)

• The Environmental Valuation Reference Inventory (EVRI) is 
the most extensive valuation database in the world

– Over 2,200 studies. 
WWW.EVRI.CA
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Valuing EGS
Key Concepts:
• Total Economic Value

– value all direct and indirect uses of each ecosystem good and service, 
– value in both market and non-market terms
– value economically and socially, in monetary and non-monetary terms

• Marginal vs Total
– Different types of values important for different decisions.  Marginal 

values best for trade-off scenarios, total values for 
threshold/disappearance scenarios
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Decision making
• Use benefits (values) generated for each EGS to give 

most complete picture of total costs and benefits 
possible

• Compare net costs or benefits of options for policy 
intervention

• Do not proceed unless estimated net benefits positive
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International work

• Report from The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB) for 
National and International Policymakers, released Nov 2009 
(www.teebweb.org)

– TEEB is an independent study hosted by UNEP and funding from the European 
Commission

• Report stresses that:
– Recognizing the value of EG&S to society must become a policy priority.
– Developing a more sophisticated cost benefit analysis approach, which includes 

EG&S values, is needed for policy decisions.

• The report recommendations are consistent with current work at EC



Path Forward
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Framework Refinement and Validation
• Will seek input on draft Analytical Framework via:

– Workshop Presentations
▪ Ontario Govt. EG&S Directors
▪ Ecosystem Services in the Gulf of Maine
▪ A.D. Latornell Conservation Symposium “The Currency of 

Ecology”
– Consultations

▪ Expert Academics
▪ Canadian and International Government Colleagues/Decision-

makers 
▪ ENGOs and Other Organizations

– Refine Analytical Framework for Broad Application
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Strengthening Analytical/Data Capacity
– Data Collection

▪ New Nature Survey
▪ Work with Statistics Canada

– examine gathering of environmental statistics under EGS 
framework

– Estimation Techniques
▪ Expand benefits transfer capacity

– Add studies to EVRI
– Develop benefits transfer guidelines for Canada 

▪ Interdepartmental Cooperation
– NRCan, AAFC, DFO, Parks, StatsCan

▪ Collaborate, Monitor, Learn from International Milieu
– OECD, TEEB
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Applying EGS Framework to Current 
Priorities: NWT Protected Areas

– Edehzhie Pilot (EC)
▪ Valuing carbon storage, species, ecotourism &  improving non-

renewables development assessment
▪ Complete by Nov 2009

– Ramparts and Sambaa K’e (EC)
▪ Will work with DIAND to implement broader valuation of EGS
▪ Our workplan/input complete by Oct 2009 

– implementation to Spring 2010
– Supplementary work may be needed (see Edehzhie) 

– East Arm Great Slave Lake (Parks Canada)
▪ Helped develop TOR for assessment 
▪ Continue to participate in steering committee, provide advice
▪ Analysis consistent with EC protected areas
▪ Assessment complete by March 2013
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Applying EGS Framework to Emerging 
Priorities: Water

– Lake Winnipeg Initiative
▪ Project under Science Plan to apply framework to assess 

potential policy measures (agricultural best practices, 
wastewater treatment and wetlands restoration) in terms of

– Nutrients reduction
– carbon sequestration, and 
– bioproductivity

▪ Case studies FY 2009/10 – 2010/11; Final report and workshop 
FY 2011/12

– Areas of possible future application of framework
▪ Great Lakes?
▪ Marine Protected Areas?


